Dear godparents!
Dear friends and supporters of the Omaruru Children’s Haven!
This newsletter is being written in Swakopmund while the children, housemothers and volunteers
are on their way to the beach. It is vacation time in the Omaruru Children’s Haven and currently we
are on a little two-day trip with the children that are not spending the holidays with their extended
families. Eating pizza, playing games, running around at the beach, going to the cinema and a visit to
the Swakopmund snake house (to include an educational aspect in the trip) are the core activities
during this trip. The children have been very excited for this trip for a couple of weeks now and the
resulting exemplary behavior of all of them is almost incredible. And when yesterday the motto
finally was: “Into the bus and off to Swakopmund!” the children’s excitement was so big, I am lacking
the words to adequately describe it to you, dear reader.
I want to use this newsletter to explicitly thank our new corporate donors. In Europe we want to
express our gratitude to the sera GmbH, Immenhausen, Germany, that had the motto „Help for
Omaruru!“ at their annual open door day and raised enough funds during one weekend to finance
almost a tenth of our annual budget. We also would like to acknowledge the contribution of Hennlich
GmbH & Co KG, Austria, that spontaneously and without a prior relationship to our institution
contributed a substantial amount to sera’s fundraiser, thus ensuring this incredible success.
In Namibia we have to express our sincerest gratitude to Standard Bank and Indongo Toyota,
Windhoek. The Omaruru Children’s Haven is this year’s winner of the Standard Bank Charity
Campaign and now proud owner of a factory new Toyota Yaris. This vehicle does not only increase
our mobility, but also aids us significantly in reducing fuel costs. Furthermore we want to
acknowledge our godparents and continuous supporters from Europe and Namibia for their ongoing
efforts to aid us. Without all your contributions we would not be able to offer our children the
opportunities that make us the best-run independent orphanage home in Namibia.
We have continued to work tirelessly on improving our care for the children in our focus areas
health and education. Since February the Omaruru Children’s Haven’s youngest is going to Windhoek
on a weekly / bi-weekly basis where the little one attends speech and occupational therapy to
counter developmental delays that are caused by a medical treatment. The joy and rapid progress
that the little one has during those playful sessions are heartwarming and encouraging at the same
time! We want to express our sincerest gratitude to the therapists Ms. Klemens and Dr. Jürgens for
their loving and skillful work.

